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ROSY ELLIOTT
Rosy Elliott is a seasoned professional coach specializing in one-on-one leadership development
and team coaching across multiple industries. Rosy is known for coaching leaders and
organizations to identify their unique spark, align with their purpose, and commit to their
potential. Her style is engaging, fun, and challenging – inspiring growth and in-the-bones
learning. She is passionate about lifelong human development and the magic that can happen
in groups when people are firing on all cylinders.
Rosy empowers clients to leverage their strengths and transform their challenges. She
creates a safe and courageous space for clients to increase their self-awareness and commit
to sustainable change. Clients working with Rosy are more genuinely engaged and collaborate more effectively.
After working with Rosy, clients report:
 Increased emotional intelligence and more effective leadership strategies
 Insight into innate strengths and how to leverage them
 Clarity around blind spots and potential weaknesses, and strategies to address these
 Greater understanding of what gets in the way of clear and effective communication
Leaders who work with Rosy develop a growth mindset and seek opportunities to adapt and learn.
Rosy earned her BA in anthropology from Barnard College and her MSed from Bank Street College. She has taught as an
adjunct professor at Neumann University and Maryland University of Integrative Health. Rosy holds the designation of
Professional Certified Coach from the International Coach Federation. Rosy is an Accredited Facilitator for The
Leadership Circle™ and certified in the Richard Barrett Organizational Diagnosis Tool. She holds certifications through
the Coaches Training Institute, CTI, and the Center for Right Relationship, CRR Global.
Rosy can be reached at (610) 580-9612 or at relliott@chatsworthconsulting.com.
A BROAD BASE OF EXPERIENCE WITH CLIENTS INCLUDING:
Cardone Industries
Endo Pharmaceutical
Pennsylvania State University
DHH Department of Health and Human Services Ikea International
Prana
DHS Department of Homeland Security
International Coach Federation, Philadelphia Sustainable Business Network

ROSY ELLIOTT
REPRESENTATIVE ASSIGNMENTS
Department of Homeland Security, USCIS Coaching for Success program offered to leaders and
supervisors.
Rosy worked individually with several cohorts of leaders to assess strengths and challenges using a leadership
360° inventory. As a result of Rosy’s coaching leaders developed better management skills, increased their
understanding of social and emotional intelligence for more effective communication, and were more engaged and
engaging in their leadership.
Senior Executive, Pharmaceutical Industry
Rosy worked with a senior executive helping her navigate and successfully achieve a promotion. She supported
the executive in the early stages of her new role and coached her in establishing a strong team. The client greatly
increased her self-awareness in the coaching process and continues to grow her leadership by working on her
intended impact and folding in feedback.
Senior Executive, DHS
Rosy supported a senior executive as she maneuvered through a series of challenging interactions with a peer.
Coaching included a focus on conflict resolution, relationship building, managing difficult conversations, and group
coaching for the parties involved. A positive outcome for both parties was achieved, and a new alliance was
formed between the individuals.
Senior Leader, Media Company
Rosy worked with this senior executive to understand and hone his leadership style and develop his capacity to
lead others with different leadership styles. This leader came to embrace diversity of styles and learned to
maximize his team’s potential through tapping into individual strengths. Through the coaching he identified his
blind spots and greatly increased his resilience and agility as a leader. Productivity on the team has increased, and
the agency is expanding under his leadership.
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